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Shock that turned to respect
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Once reviled, Manon has become one of contemporary ballet's
classic heroines. Ismene Brown explains why we fell for a fallen
woman
"She is a dream
of a role: real,
flawed, vulnerable,
seductive - and
hardly ever off stage"
TEXT AS SENT
One of the first, scathing reviews of MacMillan's ballet Manon in 1974 unwittingly got it exactly
right: "It is an appalling waste of lovely Antoinette Sibley who, as Manon, is reduced to a nasty little
diamond-digger."
In that sentence all the prevailing attitudes about ballet were summed up - the status of
classical ballerinas as princesses on pedestals, the duty of ballet to polish their virtuous crowns, the
horror of seeing this porcelain beauty smashed.
That review, by the way, appeared not in The Lady but in the Communist daily, The Morning
Star. But it was not the only slammer - for Manon, it was widely asserted in the prints, while it had
three terrific roles was badly constructed, too long, with terrible music - and not a success. (A New
York reviewer urged the public to boycott it.)
A quarter-century has changed all that. Now Manon - with all its faults - has turned out to
be that almost unheard-of thing, a new classic. All around the world, the nasty little diamond-digger
is clamoured for.
There have been Swedish, Australian, Canadian, Russian, Italian, American and French
Manons. This month the Royal Ballet and the Paris Opera Ballet are producing Manon
simultaneously; Houston Ballet has just finished a run. The vixen of ballet has taken her place
alongside Giselle, Aurora, Odette-Odile and Juliet. All ballerinas want to be MacMillan's wonderfully
imagined Manon. How piquant, and how sad, too.
For MacMillan died, unexpectedly, nearly six years ago, and though he had seen Manon
working her growing spell on the public, he had not forgotten her initial rejection.
"I just wish he were alive to see it now," says his widow, Deborah, Lady MacMillan. "It was
such a failure at its premiere and he was deeply hurt. He had done it as a crowd-pleaser - he was
very aware that there was a cloud over his head as Director of the Royal Ballet at that point. I think
they only persevered with it because so much money was spent on it. It took quite a while to find
an audience."

In the 1990s it seems unimaginable that the work was ever a box-office turn-off. With its
steamy mixture of sex and cynicism, of blighted love and diseased society, of girl power and male
chauvinism, it has become, ironically, the Royal Ballet's surefire money-spinner. Above all, Manon
herself is a dream of a role: real, flawed, vulnerable, instinctively seductive, technically difficult - and
hardly ever off stage.
Manon Lescaut is a child of the flamboyantly licentious Paris of the early 18th century
inhabited by her creator, the young lusty Abbé Prevost, a priest far more dissipated than would be
considered acceptable now. She uses sex to escape poverty. She plays the loving, poor Des Grieux
against the ruthless rich Monsieur to whom her brother sells her, and dies a convict. Perfidious,
captivating and honest, Manon spawned a century of fallen opera heroines: two Manons, Violetta,
Carmen and Tosca among them.
But British ballet in the Seventies was unready for fallen women. After 150 years of
mesmerising, chaste heroines, the whole classical vocabulary looked framed to express noble
sentiments and romantic, spiritual love.
MacMillan, however, had a genius for inventing choreography of ever more acrobatic
eroticism, drawing decidedly on real life. Manon broke the mould of idealised heroines and the taboo
on sex. His later works became even more exploring of psycho-sexual behaviour. Feminists attacked
him for misogyny.
"Oh, ludicrous," says Lady MacMillan. "We are feminists because of what happened to those
women in past centuries. Kenneth was interested in sexually driven people. You could let rip
choreographically. I don't think he ever set out to upset or shock. Having grown up in the Sixties,
he found it extraordinary that while all this new life was coming in through television and film, in the
ballet world people were still pretending that girls had wings sprouting from their shoulders. Manon
was one of the seminal heroines in literature - he was always interested in the social mix of extreme
wealth and extreme poverty, and one of the few things that could get you from one world to the
other was sex."
Whom did he base Manon on? This is a question with an elusive answer.
Until the early Seventies, there was one supreme MacMillan ballerina - Lynn Seymour. Her
daring, her confessional expressiveness, her cuddly femininity and exceedingly pliable body were
written into almost every MacMillan ballet.
Her biographer, Richard Austin, claims that Seymour was the absent inspiration for Manon even though MacMillan made the role for Antoinette Sibley. The idea persists today, in part because
Manon's reckless sensuality seemed a new departure for Sibley, the consummate classical ballerina.
However, Seymour was by then pregnant herself, considering retirement from ballet. And
Sibley has proof on her bookshelf that MacMillan had her in mind when he began thinking of
Manon - in summer 1973 he gave her a copy of Abbe Prevost's novella, Manon Lescaut, inscribing it
meaningfully, "Darling Antoinette, Some holiday reading for you which will come in handy March 7,
1974" [the date of the premiere].
Now 59 and a Dame, Sibley is chatty and girly, but has a surprisingly dirty giggle. If anyone
doubts her sex appeal, they need look no further than Ashton's scorching choreography for Titania
in The Dream, stuff so hot that it gives Manon a run for her money. (Sibley, twice married, once told
an interviewer that she was never without a man.)
She and Seymour, she said, were long-time friends and never rivals. Seymour, dark and
voluptuous, was MacMillan's muse, but Sibley, fair and mischievous, was Frederick Ashton's postFonteyn favourite.
"Lynn and I had no reason to be jealous of each other. Kenneth always chose me as second
cast to Lynn in his ballets - I was the original second cast for Juliet. But he had also made several
one-act ballets for me and he must have seen something in me that he wanted. Manon was ME, this
was MY ballet." When she dies, if she were the soppy kind, says Sibley, she would wish to expire
clutching her Manon and Titania costumes.
But there is another strong claimant for the inspiration of MacMillan's Manon. Sibley had a
persistent knee injury, which hobbled her early on in Manon's creation. She could only watch tensely
as Jennifer Penney took over.

While Sibley made three of the four memorably inventive pas de deux with Anthony Dowell,
MacMillan made the feverish last act with Penney. And there are the two most explicitly erotic, most
Manon-ish bits: an immensely knowing trio where her brother pimps her to the rich patron, and,
later, the "parcelling out" of Manon, as Lady MacMillan calls it, to a roomful of men to arouse her
patron. Penney, in the 1982 video of the ballet, is electric.
But what of Lady MacMillan? For MacMillan was courting her in 1973 while he pondered his
new work. (They married shortly after the Manon premiere.) Was Manon at all inspired by
MacMillan's intelligent, frank wife?
She laughed uproariously at the idea. "I don't know! It was quite a romantic relationship that
we had. I like to tell people that all those pas de deux were worked out on me in the nude.
"Actually, it's nobody's ballet. It's Manon's. And it's provided a chance for umpteen marvellous
ballerinas. I think if things had worked out, Kenneth would have worked with Lynn till the day he
died - a lot of the things Lynn did people would rightly say nobody could do it like her. But I have
seen countless Manons, in countless productions, in many countries. And a huge percentage of
them he would have been thrilled by."
The Royal Ballet performs Manon (July 20-August 1) in its Coliseum season, which begins on July 7 (0171
632 8300)

